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Clamp multimeters, Model(s) ACDC-400

Clamp on Meter, Model(s) ACDC-10 PLUS, ACDC-10 TRMS-PLUS, ACDC-14 PLUS, ACDC-14 TRMS-PLUS, ACDC-15 Pro, ACDC-15 TRMS Pro, ACDC-16 TRMS Pro, ACDC-41PQ, ACDC-45PQ, ACDC-6 Pro, ACDC-100, ACDC-100 TRMS


Digital multimeters, Model(s) Amprobe AU92

Multimeter, Model(s) AM-140-A, AM-160-A, AM-250, AM-270, PM51A, PM55A

Test leads, Model(s) AMPROBE TL-10D, AMPROBE TL-11D

Voltage sensors, Model(s) Amprobe VP-440, VP-440 RT

Voltage testers, Model(s) VPC-30, VPC-31

- Where t - is blank or T.
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